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Search Efforts Ongoing For Missing Nashville Firefighter In
Humphreys County
http://www.wbrc.com/story/37668069/search-efforts-ongoing-for-missing-nashville-firefighter-inhumphreys-county

Wednesday, March 7th 2018, 8:50 am CST updated March 9th 2018
NASHVILLE, TN (WSMV) The search is ongoing for Nashville
firefighter Jesse Reed along the Tennessee
River in Humphreys County.
According to the sheriff's office, the search
for Reed's vehicle began around 1:30 a.m.
Tuesday.
Reed's vehicle was found submerged near
Bluff Point Lane, which is close to Mason's
Boat Dock. The vehicle was recovered
around noon Tuesday.
According to officials, Reed may not have
been in the vehicle when it went
underwater.
The Tennessee Highway Patrol, the
Humphreys County Fire Department and
the Montgomery County Rescue Squad
have all been assisting with the search.
The Nashville Fire Department and the
Nashville Office of Emergency Management
are also sending search crews to the scene.

On Friday, around 60 people were involved in the search. Personnel are walking
along the lower levels of the banks near the river using sonar and nets to drag the
water. Conditions have been rough in the water because of the flooding in the area.
Reed works as a firefighter and paramedic with the Nashville Fire Department and
with Cheatham County EMS.
The Nashville Fire department is asking for everyone to keep Reed's family in their
thoughts and prayers.
Anyone with information about Reed's whereabouts is asked to call 931-296-2301.
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Crews Search Tennessee River For Missing Nashville
Firefighter
http://wkrn.com/2018/03/06/crews-search-tennessee-river-for-missing-nashville-firefighter/

March 6, 2018, WKRN web staff - Updated: March 8, 2018

HUMPHREYS COUNTY, Tenn. (WKRN) –Several agencies are searching for a
Nashville firefighter who was reported missing after a vehicle became submerged in
the Tennessee River.
The Humphreys County Sheriff’s Office said a man and a woman were in the vehicle
late Monday night when it went off the road and into the swollen river near Bluff
Point Lane in Waverly.

Deputies said the woman escaped but the man, later identified as Nashville
firefighter Jesse Reed, could not be located. Authorities said it is possible Reed was
not in the vehicle and is currently a missing person.
Reed’s vehicle, a Jeep Cherokee, was recovered on Tuesday with all of the windows
rolled down.
On Wednesday more than a half dozen agencies from surrounding counties assisted
in the search for the missing fireman. Investigators told News 2 cadaver dogs have
picked up his scent, but he has not yet been found.
Reed’s brother told News 2 he was off-duty at the time and that he also worked as
an EMS worker for Cheatham County. Reed is also a military veteran.
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The Nashville Fire Department asked for thoughts and prayers for Reed while
search efforts continue. Wednesday’s search will continue until nightfall and will
continue Thursday if necessary.
Anyone with information on his whereabouts is urged to call the Humphreys County
Sheriff’s Office at 931-296-2301.

Nashville Firefighter Missing After Vehicle Plunges Into
Tennessee River In Humphreys County
https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/crime/2018/03/07/nashville-firefighter-missing-aftervehicle-plunges-into-tennessee-river-humphreys-county/402655002/

03-07-2018 Natalie Neysa Alund, USA TODAY NETWORK – Tennessee

WAVERLY — Emergency crews are searching for a Nashville firefighter who was
reported missing after his vehicle became submerged in the Tennessee River in
Humphreys County.
Nashville Fire Department firefighter Jesse Reed disappeared early Monday after his
vehicle plunged into the water near Mason's Boat Dock in Waverly, authorities said.
A woman was also in the vehicle when it went under but escaped
unharmed, Humphrey County Sheriff Chris Davis said.
The search efforts continue Wednesday, Nashville Fire Department spokesman
Joseph Pleasant said.
Reed, 32, joined the department in October 2013.
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A search part was on the scene looking for a fireman who plunged into the
Tennessee River in Humphreys County
Shelley Mays/USA TODAY NETWORK - Tennessee

Davis said the vehicle
entered the water about 1:30
a.m. off of Bluff Point Lane
north of Waverly and arriving
deputies found the car
already submerged. At that
point they were unable to
locate it.
Later that day, about noon,
crews recovered the vehicle
from the water but Reed was
not inside, authorities said.
"It is entirely possible that
Jesse was not in the vehicle
and is currently a missing
person," Davis said
Wednesday.
Please keep the family and
the @NashvilleFD family of
firefighter Jesse Reed in your
thoughts and prayers. He is
PSDiver Magazine

Emergency personnel from Nashville and Houston
County search Wednesday, March 7, 2018 in the
Tennessee River in Humphreys County for missing
Nashville Fire Department firefighter Jesse Reed.
He disappeared early Monday after his vehicle
plunged into the water near Mason's Boat Dock in
Waverly, authorities said.
(Photo: Shelley Mays / The Tennessean)
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missing right now in Humphreys County. Search efforts for him are
underway. pic.twitter.com/T47fjX1j90
— Nashville Fire Dept (@NashvilleFD) March 7, 2018
“This has been a group effort to locate Jesse," Davis added. "He is part of the public
safety family and having Nashville Fire and Cheatham EMS on scene has been
beneficial.”
Several other agencies are aiding in the searching including Humphreys County
Fire, Montgomery Rescue Squad and the Tennessee Highway Patrol.
Anyone with information about Reed's whereabouts is asked to call 931-296-2301.
This is a developing story. Check back for updates.

Crews Say Search for Missing Nashville Firefighter Is A "Very
Strange" Case
http://fox17.com/news/local/crews-still-search-for-missing-nashville-firefighter-in-tennessee-river

March 7th 2018 by Matt Alvarez ( Fox 17 News)

WAVERLY, Tenn. — Search and rescue crews are still trying to recover a missing
Nashville Firefighter from the Tennessee River.
Jesse Reed went missing early Tuesday morning after his truck went into the river
in Waverly, Tenn. His truck was found submerged 10 feet underwater on Tuesday
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night, but Reed has not been found. Divers were headed back to the scene on
Thursday to resume search efforts.
View image on Twitter
Investigators said this is a strange case with a lot of
unanswered questions.
“The car was empty," Rob Edwards with the
Humphrey’s County Sheriff’s Office said. "The windows
were rolled down which was weird. That was strange."
Also puzzling investigators is that Reed’s wife was
found alive in a ditch near where her husband's truck
went into the river.
”The female said the car was in the water, and that her
husband was in it and needs help,” Edwards said.
Investigators plan to pick up the search for Reed's
body in the river tomorrow morning. They’re also
wondering if the recent passing of Matthew Brooks, his
good friend, neighbor, and fellow Nashville Fire
Department medic, is the reason Reed may be in
danger or worse.
“It’s a very strange case,” Edwards said. "We have
been told about their relationship and how they were
pretty good friends, but a lot of people say Jesse is not
the kind of guy who would take his life."
Nashville Firefighters Union President Mark Young said
it’s been a tough week for the Department.

Nashville Fire
Dept
✔@NashvilleFD
The search for Firefighter
Jesse Reed continues
today. Our divers are
working to locate him as
part of the search
efforts. #PraywithNFD
11:54 AM - Mar 8, 2018

”If you lose anybody, it’s tough but especially two within a few hours of each
other," Young said. "It’s kind of strange, I don’t know. All I know is we lost two
good guys, and we’re hurting and we’re going to miss them. Hopefully if Jesse’s
here, we’ll bring him in and get closure."
The Firefighters Union said there was no foul play in the death of Matthew Brooks.

Family of Missing Nashville Firefighter Says Waiting Is
Hardest Part
http://wkrn.com/2018/03/08/family-of-missing-nashville-firefighter-says-waiting-is-hardest-part/

March 8, 2018 By Stephanie Langston

WAVERLY, Tenn. (WKRN) – The family of missing Nashville Firefighter Jesse Reed
says the wait is the hardest part.
Jesse’s brother Jason has been helping with search efforts in Humphrey’s County
since Tuesday morning.
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“The waiting is the hardest part, because you just don’t know. You’re uncertain
about what’s going on, where he’s at, what he’s been through, – is he even in the
water? All I can do is just sit here and think what more can we be doing,” Jason
Reed told News 2.
Jason described his brother as a Marine through and through and someone who
would do anything for you. He said Jesse is quiet and a good cook.
Jesse went missing late Monday night off Bluff Point Lane in Waverly. His car was
recovered the next day in the Tennessee River.
Now it’s unclear if he was actually in the vehicle when it went under water. The
unanswered questions are even more
trying on the family.
“I’m missing my brother. They’re
missing a husband and a son. It’s not
easy, it’s really hard but you just, you
work through it and once we get some
closure then I can rest and I’ll find
peace, but right now we have to find
him.”
Jason Reed (Photo: WKRN)
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Jason said it’s a team effort as they continue their
search.
“Humphreys County Sheriff’s Office has been
awesome. They’ve bent over backwards. Montgomery
County EMS and rescue squad’s been awesome. Metro
Nashville Fire Department, Nashville OEM, Benton,
Henry County, Houston County – it’s just one big
team that is helping look for him and it’s, I mean, it
wouldn’t be possible without everybody volunteering
their time. It’s been hard, but we’re doing what we
can as fast as possible,” he explained.
Investigators believe Reed’s wife, Ellen, was with
Jesse before the incident and she is the one that
called for help.
The couple has been married for several years and
both worked for the Cheatham County EMS.
Jesse is a 2004 Father Ryan High School graduate
that served as a Marine before becoming a firefighter
and a paramedic.

Jesse Reed
(Courtesy: Nashville Fire
Department)

Two agents from the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation were on the scene
Thursday.
Investigators are asking for anyone who may have information to call the
Humphreys County Sheriff’s Office at 931-296-2301.

WKRN Jerry Barlar
https://www.facebook.com/WKRNJerryBarlar/posts/1823998647671044

March 17, 2018·

What is family? I saw, over the past 12 days, it’s not just flesh and blood. When FF
Jesse Reed went missing I didn’t think it strange that his family was there along
with the searchers from the area. But what would transpire over the next several
days would shed new meaning on the word family.
When it was confirmed it was in fact a missing Nashville firefighter, they began to
come. Not just from Nashville but from around Tennessee and several other states
as they learned a “brother” was missing. They didn’t have to be asked, they just
came.
With them, they brought every piece of equipment that could possibly help in
finding their brother. Nashville firefighters covered shifts for those that worked with
Jesse at Engine 2 in downtown Nashville so they could be there. They would make
the 2 hour drive, every morning and night, to make sure Jesse had “family” looking
for him as much as possible. On their days off and weekends they were there.
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Wading, riding in boats and walking the bank, anything they could do to help.
Never giving up or questioning, just doing what they were told could help once they
arrived.
I saw the looks on their faces change as the day would drag on. Smiles, frowns and
tears from time to time as the possible reality would kick in. But when someone
needed to be encouraged, they were the first to step up and be that person to give
a hug, shoulder to cry on or ear to listen.
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They shared stories of Jesse as well so those searching for him would know more
about who they were looking for. They wanted Jesse to come walking or limping up
saying he had been injured and was just now able to make it back. But deep inside
they expressed they didn’t think that would happen.
Then after hundreds of hours, and hundreds more volunteers, the search came to
an end. It wouldn’t be the searchers that found Jesse it was fishermen fishing in a
bass tournament.
As they were heading out a couple of them spotted Jesse in the water. They
contacted the searchers and they quickly made their way to him. I’m told it was
one of his brothers, from Engine 2, that was able to reach and grab him before
divers could get in and help bring him on board.
As the boat approached the landing, it was Nashville firefighters that waited to
bring their brother home. They carried him to the waiting ambulance and then
prepared to make the journey to Nashville. Jesse would get the escort a fallen hero
deserved. He was brought to Nashville in an Nashville ambulance and then escorted
by Engine 2 and the crew he had worked with for several years.
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Jesse’s mother and the rest of his family followed. Jesse was taken to the medical
examiner’s office where a Nashville firefighter will stay until after the autopsy. Then
Jesse will have a firefighter with him till he is buried.
So what is family? It’s love and respect that runs as deep, or deeper, than blood.
It’s people that don’t give up no matter what the circumstances are or what they
have to face. It’s being there day in day out waiting, praying and lending a
shoulder.
My hat is off to the men and women who put their lives on the line, day in day out,
for total strangers. I believe over the past 12 days they have showed us, no matter
who you are or the circumstances surrounding you, you matter.
The families, both by blood and first responders, can now start the healing process.
It won’t be easy, but rest assured they have family that will help. My prayers
continue for all involved. God bless them all and R.I.P. FF Jesse Reed.

Search Warrants Issued In Connection to Missing Nashville
Firefighter
https://fox17.com/news/local/crews-say-search-for-missing-nashville-firefighter-made-difficult-by-watercurrents

March 9th 2018 by Samantha Singer

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Crews spent their
fourth day searching for a missing
Nashville firefighter with no sign of him as
of Friday night.
Jesse Reed's friends and co-workers at
the Nashville Fire Department are having
a difficult time as their firefighter brother
has been missing since Tuesday morning.

(Fox 17 News)

The Humphreys County Sheriff's Office said they are executing search warrants on
Friday night in Cheatham County and Humphreys County related to Reed's
disappearance. The Tennessee Bureau of Investigation, HCSO and Cheatham
County Sheriff's Office are all investigating.
Sheriff Davis said it would be irresponsible not to exhaust all resources and efforts,
but he has no evidence that Reed is not in the water.
Prior to his disappearance, Reed has been risking his life to save strangers with the
NFD. The brave work can be seen on his department performance evaluations,
which say “Firefighter Reed performs his duties with exceptional professionalism”
and that he “continues to impress and work well with peers.”
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Reed disappeared Tuesday morning when investigators say his truck went into the
Tennessee River in Humphreys County. His truck was found submerged 10 feet
underwater. Detectives said it’s strange that the truck windows were rolled down,
which would make the truck sink faster.
The Humphreys Co Sheriff’s Office said they found Reed’s wife alive in a ditch near
where her husband’s truck went into the water.
A Pegram neighbor of the Reeds said his wife is a Cheatham County EMT.
The Nashville Fire Department says dive teams continue to search the Tennessee
River for Reed, deploying underwater sonar, drones, helicopters, and underwater
rovers. The Hendersonville Fire Department sent four divers to help in the search.
Jeff Webb, senior firefighter and diver, said middle Tennessee waterways make the
process very difficult.
“The currents play a big part, and with all the rains that we've had here lately it
makes it even worse,” Webb said. “My prayers go out to the family. Not just
because he's a firefighter but anybody in this situation there needs to be some
closure. They'll stay down there until they've exhausted every last effort.”
Fox 17 News talked to neighbors of the couple, but none felt comfortable being
interviewed on camera.
The Nashville Fire Department asked that people pray with them as they continue
to search for firefighter Reed. Crews will resume the search on Saturday morning.

UPDATE: Body of missing Nashville firefighter found in
Tennessee River
http://fox17.com/news/local/day-11-crews-havent-found-any-sign-of-missing-nashville-firefighter-intennessee-river

March 16th 2018 by Kaylin Jorge

HUMPHREYS COUNTY, Tenn.
(WZTV) — UPDATE (3/17/18): The
body of missing Nashville
Firefighter Jesse Reed has been
found in the river in Humphreys
County. His body has been sent for
autopsy.
-------------------------------On day 11 of the search for a
missing Nashville firefighter in the
Tennessee River, crews said so far,
(HCSO/Nashville Fire Department)
they haven't found "any sign of"
the man believed to have plunged into the water in Humphreys County.
Divers has checked several areas for firefighter Jesse Reed, but efforts have still
been unsuccessful.
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Reed's truck plunged into the Tennessee River in the Waverly area back on March
6. The vehicle has since been recovered.
The search will resume on Saturday.

Timeline:

Day 1:
 A vehicle was reported to have plunged into the Tennessee River in the
Waverly area of Humphreys County near Bluff Point Lane at 1:30 a.m.
 The sheriff's office told FOX 17 News there were two people involved in the
incident, but only one person was inside the vehicle when it went into the
river.
 Clarksville divers were called to the scene and the vehicle was recovered that
evening.
Day 2:
 The Nashville Fire Department confirms firefighter Jesse Reed is the person
believed to have been in the vehicle that plunged into the Tennessee River.
 The search resumes with additional crews from the Nashville Fire Department,
TEMA and the Nashville Emergency Operations Center.
 Investigator's call the investigation a "very strange" caseafter the vehicle was
recovered with no body inside.
 Investigators say Reed's wife was found alive in a ditch near the location that
her husband's truck went into the river.
Day 3:
 Search efforts resume
 Investigators say there are many unanswered questionsas the windows to the
truck were found rolled down.
DAY 4:
 The Nashville Fire Department says dive teams continue to search the
Tennessee River for Reed, deploying underwater sonar, drones, helicopters,
and underwater rovers.
 Several of Reed's brother firefighters join in the search
 TBI: Search warrants executed at Reed's river home in Waverly and home in
Pegram in connection to his disappearance.
Day 5:
 No new updates on search
Day 6:
 No new updates on search
Day 7:
 A neighbor talks with FOX 17 News and says Reed's wife frantically knocked
on her door after the truck plunged into the Tennessee River. The pair called
911.
 Investigators say there's no evidence that Reed isn't in the river
Day 8:
 FOX 17 News learns 911 calls and search warrants will be sealed as the
investigation into Reed's disappearance are ongoing
 At this point, there have been an estimated 330 crew members from 29
different agencies assisting in the search for Jesse Reed.
PSDiver Magazine
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Search continues
Day 9:
 Smaller crews go out to search for Reed due to forecasted wind
 Humphrey's County Sheriff's Office says one of the silver linings is hearing
funny stories about Jesse, saying "It is a true testament at the man he is."
Day 10:
 Several boats deployed in search for Reed
 Boats continue to use side scan sonar
Day 11:
 Search continues, HCSO writes on Facebook, " So far we have not found any
sign of him."
 Divers out again checking several areas, but were unsuccessful
 Search will continue on Saturday, Day 12


Body Found In Humphreys County Believed To Be Missing
Nashville Firefighter Jesse Reed
https://www.tennessean.com/story/news/2018/03/17/jesse-reed-nashville-firefighter-missinghumphreys-county-waverly-tn/435185002/

March 17, 2018 | Updated March 17, 2018 USA TODAY NETWORK-Tennessee
WAVERLY, Tenn. — A body found in
Humphreys County is suspected to be that
of Jesse Reed, a Metro Nashville
firefighter who went missing earlier this
month.
An autopsy will be necessary to confirm
the identity of the body, TBI spokesman
Josh DeVine said Saturday afternoon in an
email to USA TODAY NETWORKTennessee.
Reed, 32, went missing March 6 after his
vehicle plunged into the water near
Mason's Boat Dock in Waverly, authorities
have said.

Emergency personnel search for
missing Nashville firefighter

More: Search warrants executed in case of missing Nashville firefighter Jesse Reed
More: Fifth day of search for missing Nashville firefighter to resume Friday morning
A woman, later identified as Reed's wife, was also in the vehicle when it went
under, but she escaped unharmed, Humphreys County Sheriff Chris Davis said.
The Nashville Fire Department said its staff is "heartbroken" at the loss of their
team member.
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“My heart is heavy and I grieve for the loss of our brother Firefighter Jesse Reed,"
Nashville Fire Department Director Chief William Swann said in a statement. "I want
to commend and thank the Humphreys County Sheriff’s Office and all the
volunteers from near and far who came to search for Jesse. Every day Jesse came
on shift he put his life on the line to serve the people of Nashville and to make sure
that his fellow firefighters were safe. Our prayers go to Firefighter Reed’s wife and
his entire family. ”
Reed joined the department in October 2013.

Body Of Missing Firefighter Returns To Nashville For
Autopsy
http://wkrn.com/2018/03/17/body-of-nashville-firefighter-found-in-humphreys-county/

March 17, 2018 WKRN web staff

HUMPHREYS COUNTY, Tenn. (WKRN) – After 12 days of searching, the body of
Nashville firefighter Jesse Reed has been found in the Tennessee River in
Humphreys County.
The body was discovered by fishermen late Saturday morning and recovered by
search & rescue crews.
Reed’s body was transported to the medical examiner’s office in Nashville for
autopsy Saturday afternoon, escorted by Nashville firefighters and state and local
law enforcement.
The Nashville Fire Department used Engine 2 for the escort. Reed worked on Engine
2 A-Shift.
Reed’s body was located about a quarter of a mile from where his Jeep was found
submerged in the Tennessee River near Waverly nearly two weeks ago.
Reed had not been seen since late on the night of March 5 or early on the morning
of March 6.
Humphreys County Sheriff Chris Davis said the family is glad to have some closure
after the lengthy search.
“Some prayers were answered,” Sheriff Davis said. “We were able to give this
family and this agency some closure to a bad situation.”
Davis said at least 40 police and search & rescue agencies assisted with the effort
over the 12 day period.
He’s grateful the sweeping search ended successfully.
“It’s been a grueling time period. We’re ready to take a couple of days off and get
our feet under us.”
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Statement from the Nashville Fire Department Saturday:
The Nashville Fire Department is heartbroken at the loss of Firefighter
Jesse Reed in Humphreys County. The Humphreys County Sherriff’s
Office recovered his body after a lengthy search.
Firefighter Reed went missing in the Tennessee River after his car was
submerged on March 6th.
Firefighter Reed, 32, was assigned to Engine 2 A-Shift. He was an
Advanced EMT, Hazmat, Rope Rescue and Vehicle Extrication qualified.
Firefighter Reed joined the NFD in October 2013.
Statement from Nashville Fire Department Director Chief William
Swann:
“My heart is heavy and I grieve for the loss of our brother Firefighter
Jesse Reed. I want to commend and thank the Humphreys County
Sheriff’s Office and all the volunteers from near and far who came to
search for Jesse. Every day Jesse came on shift he put his life on the
line to serve the people of Nashville and to make sure that his fellow
firefighters were safe. Our prayers go to Firefighter Reed’s wife and his
entire family. ”
The NFD asks everyone to keep Firefighter Reed’s family and fellow
NFD family members in their thoughts and prayers.

Firefighter's Remains Found In River Nearly 2 Weeks After Vehicle
Plunged: Report
http://www.foxnews.com/us/2018/03/18/firefighters-remains-found-in-river-nearly-2-weeks-aftervehicle-plunged-report.html

03-18-2018 By Amy Lieu | Fox News

The body of missing Nashville firefighter Jesse Reed, 32, was found
Saturday, authorities said.
The body of a missing Nashville firefighter was found Saturday, nearly two weeks
after his vehicle plunged into the Tennessee River, authorities said.
The lengthy search ended when a fisherman found the body of 32-year-old Jesse
Reed, Fox 17 Nashville reported.
The Humphreys County Sheriff’s Department confirmed that the body was that of
Reed, who had been missing since March 6, when his vehicle plunged into
water near a local boat dock in Waverly, Tenn., the report said.
The Tennessee Bureau of Investigation told the Tennessean that an autopsy will be
performed to confirm the body is Reed’s.
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A woman later identified as
Reed’s wife was also in the
car, but escaped unharmed,
officials told the newspaper.
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View image on Twitter

Nashville Mayor David Briley
commented on the search via
Twitter.
"Our hearts are with his
family and his brothers and
sisters at @NashvilleFD," the
mayor wrote.
The Nashville Fire
Department (NFD) said its
staff was “heartbroken” at
the loss of their team
member, the Tennessean
reported.

FoxNashville
✔@FOXNashville

“My heart is heavy and I
Engine 2 is at the Davidson County line as the
grieve for the loss of our
body of missing Nashville Firefighter Jesse Reed,
brother Firefighter Jesse
that was found this morning, is being brought
Reed," Nashville Fire
back to Nashville. He worked on Engine 2 A-Shift:
Department Director Chief
http://fox17.com/news/local/body-of-missing-nashvilleWilliam Swann said in a
firefighter-recovered …. More on FOX 17 News @ 9pm.
3:17 PM - Mar 17, 2018
statement. "I want to
commend and thank the
Humphreys County Sheriff’s Office and all the volunteers from near and far who
came to search for Jesse."
Reed joined the NFD in 2013. He was an advanced emergency medical technician
and was trained in various rescue operations, the NFD told Fox 17.
"Every day Jesse came on shift he put his life on the line to serve the people of
Nashville and to make sure that his fellow firefighters were safe," Swann said. "Our
prayers go to Firefighter Reed’s wife and his entire family. ”

Autopsy: Suspected homicide in death of Nashville firefighter
https://fox17.com/news/local/autopsy-suspected-homicide-in-case-of-nashville-firefighter

June 8th 2018 by Kaylin Jorge, Adrian Mojica

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (WZTV) — An autopsy report for a Nashville firefighter lists of
the type of death as a suspected homicide.
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Nashville firefighter Jesse Reed was
found 12 days after his truck
plunged into the Tennessee River in
Humphreys County. The Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation is
continuing to look into his death.
According to an autopsy report,
Reed's type of death is listed as
suspected homicide. His cause of
death was drowning, but noted that
"blunt force trauma" was a
contributing factor.

Volume 90%
(Nashville Fire Department)

However, the manner of death "could not be determined."
A toxicology report determined Reed had a Blood Alcohol Level of .305.
Jesse Reed joined the Nashville Fire Department in 2013 and worked on Engine 2.
The NFD said he was an advanced EMT, Hazmat, Rope Rescue and Vehicle
Extrication Qualified.
The firefighter's union provided the following statement:
“Jesse was a member of our very close Fire Service family who
is deeply missed by everyone. I understand that the
investigation is ongoing and some other factors outside of
drowning may have contributed to his death. The investigation
when complete will hopefully provide closure. Let’s all continue
to pray for Jesse’s family during this time.” –Mark Young,
Nashville Firefighters Association IAFF Local 140 President
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